St. Dymphna Memorial General
We Care In An Epic Way

RULEBOOK
Sterile, blinding whiteness, coupled with deafening, repetitious beeps, shocks you awake. Your heart rate slows and your
breathing steadies, as you realize you are in a hospital. You glance around you, finding your room empty. You glance at
your identifying armband to see a name you don’t recognize. As your bare feet smack to the cold tile floor and you steady
your wobbling body, you feel the foreign presence of absence. You are alone…
Stepping into the hall, you find a few others dressed in the pale mint green of hospital gowns. They look as confused as
you feel. Your bare footfalls echo through the otherwise silent hall. Mumbling half-greetings and bemused questions at one
another, you notice a sign above a vacant nurses’ station: “Long Term Care Unit.”
“What does that mean?” one of the others asks, noticing you stare at the sign.
“The vegetable patch… the coma ward,” another mutters gruffly, clearing sleep from their throat.
“How long have we been out,” a nervous voice chimes in. “I’m more concerned with what happened to everyone else…”
“Who else? There’s only us.”
“Exactly…”
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Overview
In Coma Ward, players take on the role of a group of amnesiacs who have just awoken from comas. Players know little
about their characters and less about the abandoned hospital they occupy. Scattered throughout the hospital are clothes,
tools, and other useful items. There are also unknown terrors waiting in the empty halls and undiscovered rooms.
Coma Ward is played in two acts, the Prologue and the Phenomenon. During the Prologue, players must find Clues to
determine who they are and why they are all in this hospital together. Once the players have uncovered three Clues,
they will be able to unravel the mysteries and comprehend the Phenomenon that has caused this ghastly situation.
The combination of Clues, and the order in which they were revealed, will determine which Phenomenon is played.
Each Phenomenon is a unique scenario with unique win conditions, sometimes for each player individually. Some
Phenomenons are cooperative, meaning all players win or lose together, and others are secretive and competitive.
As you explore the hospital, you must monitor your character’s Health and Terror levels. As a character’s Health
decreases, so does their Strength and Dexterity. As a character’s Terror increases, they lose Focus, making it more difficult
to accomplish tasks, and their unique Neuroses become more pronounced.
Characters in Coma Ward are intentionally not fully formed; they have no name, age, gender, race, occupation, or
personality. Players are encouraged to use this blank slate as their canvas. All characters are equal in Health, Terror,
Strength, Dexterity, and Focus. The only prefabricated aspect of characters are their flaws. In Coma Ward, each character
has a Neurosis of some kind, and each Player will also draw a Quirk. These traits allow for distinct interactions between
characters.
Components
Rulebook

1

Game Board
Player Mats
Neurosis Strip

1
6
6

Player Reference
Sheets

6

Player Standees

6

Six-Sided Dice

20

Character Tokens,
eleven in each
Player color

72

Rummage Tokens

18

Character sheet
sliders

12

Shadowy Figure
Tokens

6

Clue Discovery
Markers

3

Hospital Rooms

25

Hallucination Rooms
Hallucination Cards
Items
Quirks

11
61
52
10

Phenomenon Envelopes (Sealed)

13

There are many more (secret) components in each Phenomenon Envelope.
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Prologue Setup
· Lay out the game board which shows all of the basement, floor 1, 2, and 3 of the hospital. This is where you’ll be
exploring.

Normal Room Tile

Hallucination Cards

Hallucination Room Tile

·

Shuffle the Room Cards and place them face down near the game board.
Item Cards

· Shuffle the Hallucination Rooms, Hallucination Cards, and Item Cards separately. Make separate, face-down decks for
each within reach of all players. Place Pairing Tokens and Portal Tokens in reach of all players.
· Each player selects their character mat and Neurosis. Each player also takes all the player components in their
character mat’s color: 12 Character Tokens, ten 6-sided dice, and a Character Standee. Place a Character Token on
5 Health and a Character Token on 3 Terror. These will indicate the entire column for the red and blue sections are
highlighted.

Green Player Pill Tokens
Quirk Cards
Player Board Set Up

· Shuffle the Quirk Cards and deal one to each player. Return unused Quirk Cards to the box. Players should look at this
card, placing it face-down on the table in front of them. Do not reveal your Quirk Card to other players. (If this is your
first game, disregard Quirks for now.)
·

Each player places their standee on the 2nd Floor Nurses’ Station.

· The player who has most recently been to the hospital will take the first turn. If no one can remember a hospitalization,
the youngest player, who was likely born in a hospital, goes first.
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Your Character Statistics
Characters have five statistics: Health, Strength, Dexterity, Focus, and Terror. Strength and Dexterity are determined by
Health and Focus is determined by Terror. No Item or Effect may cause your Health to exceed five, nor cause your Terror
to decrease below zero.
Health:
Your Health score is vital to your survival; if it ever reaches 0, you have died and are Eliminated. (Depending on the
Phenomenon, being Eliminated might benefit you.) Health also governs the Strength and Dexterity statistics. Your
Strength and Dexterity values are the numbers directly under your current Health on the character mat.
Strength:
Your Strength score determines how many dice you roll when you make Attack Checks in combat or attempt to Force
doors. Some Hallucination Cards and Phenomenon events will also require you to make a Strength Check. Strength
determines your Carried Items Limit.
Dexterity:
Your Dexterity score determines how many dice you roll when you make Dodge Checks in combat. Some Hallucination
Cards and Phenomenon events will also require you to make a Dexterity Check. Dexterity determines your maximum
Moves per turn.
Terror:
Your Terror score determines how crippling your fear is becoming. Increasing Terror scores will permit you to activate
more advanced forms of your Neurosis ability and give you Adrenaline Bonuses.
Adrenaline Bonuses are added dice you will get to checks of a certain stat.
However, a high Terror score will also adversely affect your Focus, which can make performing actions without incurring
potentially negative consequences much more difficult. Your Focus value is the number directly beneath your current
Terror on the player mat. If an Effect causes you to gain Terror and you cannot, lose an equivalent amount of Health
instead. Yes, this means you can be scared to death!
Focus:
Your Focus score determines how well your character is able to ignore his or her Terror and concentrate on the task at
hand. Focus determines how many dice you will roll on Focus Checks, which determine the outcome of an action. Some
Hallucination Cards and Phenomena will also require you to make Focus Checks.
Making a Check
Various Cards, Items, and Phenomena will call for you to make Checks against your statistics. To do so, roll a number of
dice equal to the statistic you are Checking. For example, if you are making a Focus Check and your current Focus is 3,
roll 3 dice. If you need extra dice, borrow them from another player. Any Item or ability that grants a modifier to a Check
or statistic grants extra dice; nothing in Coma Ward modifies the actual face values of dice once rolled.
Each die that comes up 5 or 6 is considered a success. Each die that comes up 1, 2, or 3 is considered a failure. Rolls of
4, however, generate suspense. For each die that comes up 4, re-roll that die and an additional die. This will give you
a greater chance to obtain the required number of successes, and allow even a player with a statistic value of 1 to have a
chance – however unlikely – to successfully complete a Check that requires multiple more successes. Example: Angelica
has entered an unknown room. She reveals the Neonatal Ward Room and places her player Standee on it. Since she
revealed a Room, she must make a Focus Check of 3 or higher to avoid drawing a Hallucination Card.
Angelica currently has a Focus of 4. She rolls four dice, resulting in rolls of 1, 4, 5, and 6. Angelica places the 5 and 6
aside, counting both as successes. Angelica re-rolls the 4, and also re-rolls the 1. Her new results are a 4 and a 6. She
places the 6 with the previous successes, giving her three. Again, she re-rolls the 4, adding a new die because she has
no more failures to re-roll. Her new rolls are a 5 and 6. She places those with her previous successes, for a total of five
successes. Since her target was three successes, she passes her Focus Check and may draw an Item Card for revealing the
Neonatal Ward.
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What You Can Do on Your Turn
Take any number of the following free actions, before taking a main action:
· Move a number of Rooms up to to your current Dexterity
· Trade Items with a willing player
· Activate your current Neurosis Ability
· Use Items
· Drop Items
Perform one of the following main actions:
· Reveal a Room if you ended your Move on an empty space
· Rummage on a revealed Room
· Attack or Steal from another player or Enemy
· Pick up any Dropped Items on this Room
Player Reference
When you are finished performing main actions, end your turn:
· Resolve End of Turn effects on your current Room and any Items or other conditions affecting you.
· Play passes to the player on your left

See the following two pages for details on the various actions you can perform on your turn.

Hallucination Cards
Hallucination Cards are drawn when a player fails a Focus Check, while searching a
Room. They could be physical encounters, or just your mind playing tricks on you!
When a Hallucination Card is drawn, the player to the active player’s left becomes the
Narrator; they read the situation text and the bold option titles only. Most Hallucination
Cards present a choice for the active player to make. You may attempt to memorize the
deck, but it is a fool’s errand – the same Hallucination scenario could result in wildly
different outcomes depending on which version of the card was drawn! Once the active
player selects an action from the available options, the Narrator then reads aloud the
result of the active player’s choice, which is immediately resolved. Hallucination Cards
can result in positive Effects, like finding an Item, or any variety of negative Effects – or,
perhaps, both.
Hallucination Card

Movement

Players may Move a number of spaces in any direction, including diagonally, up to their current Dexterity. They may
move through solid black walls. They may not Move from one Room Card directly to another; they must use at least one
Move to pass through the hallway. If a player would end their Move on an undiscovered Room indicated by the empty
grey spaces on the game board, they must end their Move and reveal the Room. See Revealing a Room below.
Players may enter and exit Rooms with other players. However, when the Phenomenon is revealed, certain Role Cards
may activate when a player enters or leaves another player’s Room. Starting a turn on a Room does not constitute
Entering it; you must leave and re-enter it (if you can) to trigger these effects.
While moving, players may travel between Floors using the Stairs, the Elevator, or Portals. The Stairs allow the Player
to travel between Floors reliably at a cost of 1 Move per Floor, whereas the Elevator allows travel between any number
of Floors with a single Move – if the elevator will cooperate. Roll a die and follow the directions on the Elevator you are
using to determine what Floors you can move to. Portals allow Players to move from the Room labeled In to the Room
labeled Out (and not vice versa) for a single Move.
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Revealing New Rooms:
When a player ends their Move into an empty room space, next to a hallway space, a Room Card is drawn
and revealed. The newly-revealed Room Cards is placed on that empty space that
your character moved into and the active player’s Standee is placed on the newly
revealed Room. If the newly revealed Room has any effects that say “When this
Room is revealed…” the active player must immediately resolve these effects. Once
the Room has been revealed and any “When this Room is revealed…” effects are
resolved, the active player must make the following Focus Check:
Focus Check:
0-2 Successes: The player to the left of the active player (the Narrator) draws a Hallucination Card and reads it aloud. The
active player may be prompted to choose an action. The Narrator then reads aloud the result of the active player’s choice,
which takes effect immediately.
3+ Successes: The active player draws an Item Card.
After resolving the Focus Check, if the active players is still on the Revealed Room, activate any Room Effects that begin
with “If you end your Move on this Room…” Revealing a Room always ends your Move.
Hallucination Cards that grant you additional Move do not permit you to reveal more than one Room per turn. If
you activate any Room or Room effects that begin with “The first time you...”, place a Character Token on that Room or
Room to help you remember that you have already triggered it.

Rummaging for Items
If your player Standee is in any Room Card, or in one of the Rooms on the map board
(such as the Entrance, Lobby, Nurses’ Stations, or Closets), you may Rummage for
Items. to Rummage, make the same Focus Check as you would if you revealed a Room.
If you Pass the Focus Check, place a player Token on the Room.
Remember, the players must find all three Clues to trigger the Phenomenon!
Rummage Tokens

Dropping and Picking Up Items
If you find yourself hauling around more Items than you can carry, you can simply drop them on the floor in the Room
you’re in. This is a free action. Place any dropped Item Cards on or near the room card or hallway you character is
currently in.
If you use a turn action to pick up Items, you receive all the items that are on the floor in this Room. If you exceed your
own Carried Item Limit, you must Drop or Use Items until you are at or below your Carried Item Limit.
Item Cards
Item Cards are drawn when a player passes a Focus Check, successfully Rummages, or experiences a favorable
Hallucination outcome. There are five Item types: Weapons, Clothing, Food, Medicine, and the all-important Clues.
Some Phenomena add other types of special Items. You may only carry a number of Items equal to your Health score,
excluding most Clothing. Items drawn from the Item Deck are public knowledge and are revealed immediately when
drawn.
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Weapons
Weapons are a special type of Item that can be used to Attack other players or Enemies. Weapons count
toward a player’s Carried Item Limit. A Player may carry as many Weapons as their Item Carry Limit
allows. However, when Attacking, a player may only use one Two-Handed Weapon, or up to two
One-Handed Weapons.
An Attack made without a Weapon is an Unarmed Attack.
An Unarmed Attack has a Damage Rating of 1.
Clothing
Clothing generally does not count against your Carried Item Limit, unless the card
specifies otherwise. Clothing can reduce damage when you are Attacked or increase your Carried Item
Limit.
Food and Medicine
Food and Medicine are similar in that both can increase or decrease your Health and Terror levels, with
the primary difference being that Medicines can be used on unwilling subjects if you can subdue them
with an Attack Check. Food and Medicine are generally one-time use Items.
Clothing Item

Clues
Clues are the most critical Item type; once three Clues are found, the Prologue ends and the
Phenomenon begins. When you find a Clue, place a Clue Discovery Marker on the Room where
it was found (1 for the first Clue, 2 for the second, 3 for the third). This is important because some
Phenomenon Events reference the rooms where specific Clues were found. Clues are always revealed
to the table immediately when drawn. Clues are community property and do not count against any
player’s Carried Item Limit.
Whenever any Effect causes you to draw Item Cards, if you draw a Clue, immediately end the Effect
that caused you to draw Item Cards and reveal the Clue instead. When all three Clues have been
discovered, it is time to reveal the Phenomenon!

Clue Card

Attacking or Stealing Items
During the Prologue, players have no definitive proof to determine whether anyone is friend or foe. Establishing
dominance through violence has helped many escape dire situations. Attacking other players might be the only way to
survive.
To Attack or Steal from another Player, you must occupy the same Room. Declare whether you are attempting to Attack or
Steal, and make an Attack Check. Roll a number of dice equal to your Strength plus the Attack bonus of up to two carried
Weapons.
Example: Bryce has a Strength of 3 and is carrying the Broom, a Two-Handed Weapon giving him +4 to Attack. He rolls 7
dice.
The defending Player will choose one of two types of Checks to perform: a Dodge or a Counter-Attack. Regardless of
the Check chosen, the number of successes for the Attacker and Defender are compared, and the Player with the higher
number of Successes is the winner. If an Attack results in a tie, the Defending Player wins and neither Player loses
Health, loses Items, or moves.
Dodge Check:
The Defender rolls a number of dice equal two plus to his or her Dexterity.
If the Attacker wins:
· In an Attack action, the Defender loses Health equal to the Damage Rating on the Weapons the Attacker used.
· In a Steal action, the Defender must give one Item of Attacker’s choice to the Attacker.
If the Defender wins, no Health or Items are lost and the Defender moves one Room away from the Attacker.
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Counter-Attack Check:
The Defender rolls an Attack Check, including the bonuses from up to two carried Weapons.
If the Attacker wins:
· In an Attack action, the Defender loses Health equal to the Damage Rating on the Weapons the Attacker used.
· In a Steal action, the Defender must give one Item of Attacker’s choice to the Attacker.
If the Defender wins, the Attacker loses Health equal to the Damage Rating on the Weapons the Defender used.
Medicine as an Attack:
Some Medicine cards allow you to use the Medicine on an unwilling Player on your Room. To do so, make
an Attack Check and allow the Defender a Dodge or Counter-Attack Check as if a regular Attack was
declared. If the Defender wins, the effect is identical to the effects described above for Dodge or CounterAttack Checks. If the Attacker wins, they may use the Medicine’s effect on the Defender.
If a Player Dies:
Medicine Item
If a player is reduced to zero Health, they has died and is Eliminated. Remove the player’s Standee from the board. Any
Items the player was carrying are dropped in the Room or space where the player died. Use a set of Pairing Tokens to
indicate what was dropped (see Dropping and Picking Up Items.) If you have any Phenomenon-specific cards that trigger
an effect when a player dies or is the last player in the game, reveal these as instructed by the cards.
Trading Items
You may trade Items with any willing player that occupies the same Room as you. (If the player is unwilling, consider a
Steal action.) There are no restrictions on the number of Items you may trade, but neither player can exceed their Carried
Item Limit with Items received in a trade. You may trade with multiple players in a turn. Players may give Items without
requesting Items in return. You may not make an Attack Check against a player and trade with them in the same turn.
Trading is a free action.
Revealing the Phenomenon
When the third Clue is revealed and the Clue Discovery Marker placed, the Prologue ends. The active Player will
immediately end his or her turn, and becomes the Phenomenon Narrator.
Each player reveals their Quirk Card and resolves the effects on it for the number of Quirk Counters they have earned
throughout the Prologue. The Quirk Cards and Counters can then be returned to the box.
The Phenomenon Narrator consults the Phenomenon Chart in this rulebook to determine which Phenomenon Envelope to
open and removes only the Phenomenon Instructions from it. They read the Introduction aloud, and players then remove
and set up the components in the Envelope as described in the Phenomenon Instructions’ Setup section. Do not reveal the
Epilogue Card(s) in the Envelope yet; to know your end before your journey has begun will surely bring your doom!
Also, no one likes spoilers, so don’t be like that... okay?!
The player to the right of the Phenomenon Narrator takes the first turn of the Phenomenon.
Quirk Cards
Quirks are small, unique tics that each player has, which can help them be better prepared to face the Phenomenon.
However, they do add one more thing to keep track of, so if this is your first game of Coma Ward, we recommend leaving
the Quirk Cards in the box.
Whereas your character Neurosis is a powerful and significant part of your character’s makeup, a Quirk is a small
character trait that encourages players to take slightly divergent and unique strategies during the Prologue. Each time you
satisfy the condition on your Quirk Card, place a Quirk Counter on it. Do not reveal your Quirk Card to the other players
unless required to do so by a card or a player’s Neurosis ability. Pay close attention to the difference between players and
persons on your Quirk Card!
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When the third Clue is revealed, before opening the Phenomenon Envelope and beginning the Phenomenon, all players
reveal their Quirk Cards, and resolve the effect based on the number of Quirk Counters acquired during the Prologue.
Players may then return the Quirk Cards to the box; they are not used during the Phenomenon.
Neurosis and Adrenaline**
A Neurosis is a special set of goals and abilities for each player. As players are exploring the Hospital, at the end of each
Turn, they will check their Neurosis. If a player has met the condition for current Neurosis they use it.
As a player’s Focus increases they may trigger their Adrenaline ability. This is a special boost to stats
Entity Cards
These special cards are included amongst the open components of the game. Players will
only use Entity Cards if a specific Phenomenon requires them. Entity Cards represent an
Eliminated Player’s remaining influence in the game.
Entity Cards have specific instructions on them for what influence they provide a Player
and how they function. Do not overthink it, just read the card and choose how you want to
influence, when you want to.
Entity Card abilities can be used at anytime during a round, after a Player takes any action. The Entity Card ability
resolves AFTER the Player Action.
Example: Shelly takes a Free Action on her turn and moves onto the same Space as Charles. After her Move, Jacob uses
and Entity Card ability because he suspects Shelly will Attack Charles and Jacob bet on Charles to win. Now, Shelly
continues her turn and decides what Main Action she wants to take.
Glossary of Terms
Adrenaline: A boost to certain stats players get from their Neuroses. See Neurosis and Adrenaline
Ally: Any protagonist entity that is not another player. Some Phenomena introduce Allies.
Attack: An attempt to injure or Steal from another player or Enemy by making an Attack Check. A Player’s Attack value
is their Strength statistic, plus bonuses from up to two carried Weapons. See Checks in Combat.
Attacker: During an Attack or Steal, the player who initiated the Attack. See Checks in Combat.
Carried Item Limit: The maximum number of Items a player may carry. This is determined by your Health statistic, but
can be modified by Clothing and other types of Items.
Check: Any dice roll that determines success or failure of an action. See Making Checks.
Clothing: A type of Item that provides damage reduction or increases a player’s Carried Item Limit. See Item Cards.
Clue: A special type of Item that triggers the Phenomenon when three Clues have been Revealed. See Item Cards and
Revealing the Phenomenon.
Counter-Attack: A special Attack Check executed by the Defender during an Attack or Steal that, if successful, will
damage the Attacker. See Checks in Combat.
Defender: During an Attack or Steal, the player who is targeted by the Attack. See Checks in Combat.
Dexterity: A character statistic that governs agility in movement. Used in Dodge Checks. See Your Character Statistics.
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Differential: During an Attack, the difference between the Attacker’s and Defender’s number of Successes. Determines
how much Health the losing Player loses. See Checks in Combat.
Dodge: A special Dexterity Check executed by the Defender during an Attack or Steal that, if successful, will allow the
Defender to Move away from the Attacker. See Checks in Combat.
Drop: The act of leaving Items behind in a Room. See Picking Up and Dropping Items.
Eliminate: Remove from the game. Return Eliminated components to the box. If a player is Eliminated, they will often
draw an Entity Card, depending on the Phenomenon’s conditions.
Enemy: Any antagonist entity that is not another player. Some Phenomena introduce Enemies.
Enter: The act of moving a player or Enemy Standee into a Room. Starting a Turn on a Room does not constitute
Entering that Room; you must leave and re-enter to trigger Enter Room events! This ruling also applies to any
Enemies that have abilities that trigger upon Entering.
Entity Card: Special cards for when a Player is Eliminated in some Phenomenon. These exist so no one flips the table
and throws a fit over being Eliminated. See Entity Cards.
Epilogue: The final outcome of a Phenomenon. Do not reveal Epilogue Cards until instructed to do so by the
Phenomenon!
Hallucination: A short scenario in which a player might have to make a choice with positive or negative potential
outcomes. See Hallucination Cards.
Failure: Any die roll during a Check that results in a 3 or less. See Making a Check.
Floor: Any of the floors on the game board including the Basement, 1st Floor, 2nd Floor, or 3rd Floor.
Focus: A character statistic governing the character’s ability to concentrate despite his or her Terror. Frequently Checked
as a result of Hallucinations or Rummaging. See Making a Check and Your Character Statistics.
Food: A type of Item that can modify your Health or Terror values – sometimes unpredictably. Generally discarded after
use. See Item Cards.
Hallucination Room: A special Room that reflects the warped state of the terrified characters’ minds. Hallucinations can
result in Room Cards being replaced with Hallucination Rooms.
Health: A character statistic that reflects your character’s physical well-being. Determines your maximum Moves as well
as your Carried Item Limit, and also governs your Strength and Dexterity scores. See Your Character Statistics.
In Sight: A player is In Sight of another player if a straight line can be made between the two players’ Standees on the
same Floor without crossing a thick black line indicating a solid wall. If a player is not In Sight at the end of his or her
Turn, during the Prologue, they gain one Terror. See Movement: Isolation Breeds Terror… Stay in Sight.
Item: Any card drawn from the Item Deck. Types of Items include Clothing, Food, Medicine, Weapons, and allimportant Clues. Some Phenomena add other special types of Items as well. See Item Cards.
Medicine: A type of Item that can increase or decrease a player’s Health or Terror. Unlike Food, Medicine can be used
offensively against another player. Generally discarded after use. See Item Cards and Checks in Combat: Medicine as an
Attack.
Move: A step in any direction, including diagonally. Players may Move an amount of Rooms equal to their Health
score. See Movement.
Narrator: A Player that is designated to read Hallucination Cards or various revelations from the Phenomenon.
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Neurosis (plural: Neuroses): A special set of triggers, unique to each player, that get give special bonuses when a
player’s Terror is high enough. If a player is able to reduce their Terror below 1, they can flip their Neurosis to a hidden
side that has even greater Adrenaline boosts. See Using Neurosis and Adrenaline.
Person: The real-world human sitting at the gaming table. Used on Quirk Cards to differentiate between the in-game
player avatar and the actual person controlling them.
Phenomenon (plural: Phenomenons): The second phase of a game of Coma Ward. There are many unique Phenomena to
experience, depending on the three Clues you find. Each Phenomenon has its own story, components, and win conditions.
Phenomena come in sealed Envelopes, which should not be opened until the Phenomenon is triggered. Do not spoil this
for yourself or others – no peeking! See Overview.
Player: A player avatar in the world of Coma Ward. This refers to the character in the game, not to the Person sitting at
the gaming table in the real world.
Prologue: The first phase of a game of Coma Ward. During the Prologue, players are disoriented, having no idea who
they are or what they must do to escape the hospital. See Overview.
Quirk: A small, unique tic that each player has, which can help them be better prepared to face the Phenomenon. See
Quirk Cards.
Reveal: The act of showing a card or Room to all players. The referenced card or Room immediately becomes public
information.
Role: A special type of card used in some Phenomenons. Describes each Player’s unique state and, in some cases, win
conditions. Role Cards are secret unless you are required to Reveal them!
Room: A Room, or a named space on the map board such as the Lobby or the Entrance. Stairwells, Elevators, and
hallways are not Rooms.
Round: A set of Turns in which each player has had one successive Turn.
Rummage: The act of searching for Items in a Room. Requires a Rummage Token to be placed and a Focus Check to be
completed. See Rummaging for Items.
Steal: A type of Attack where the goal is to take an Item from a player rather than damage his or her Health. See Checks
in Combat.
Strength: A character statistic determining physical power. See Your Character Statistics.
Success: Any die roll during a Check that results in a 5 or higher. See Making a Check.
Suspense: Any die roll during a Check that results in a 4. You will re-roll the die that came up 4, as well as one additional
die. See Making a Check.
Terror: A character statistic describing how afraid you are. Powers Neurosis abilities and can cause Health damage if you
become too terrified. Directly governs your Focus score. See Your Character Statistics.
Room: A space on the board, including hallways, elevators, stairs, any other permanent Room, and Room Cards
(including Hallucination Rooms) drawn and added to the board. See Movement: Revealing a Room.
Turn: The set of a single player’s actions. When every Player has had a Turn, this constitutes a Round. See What You
Can Do on Your Turn.
Weapon: A type of Item that grants you additional dice for your Check when making or defending against an Attack.
You can only wield up to two One-Handed Weapon or one Two-Handed Weapons during any one Attack. See Item Cards
and Checks in Combat.
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